
Intraday…..5 minute structure study….We’re getting’ theyah… 

 

O.k. guys…so well, we’re getting closer to an intraday strategy 

together…it processes over time…good goin’  

 

Here’s a picture of an MBO structure in 5 minute, and we can 

use the “Odds Enhancer” type analysis to evaluate the 

probability of this MBO structure going the way it tells us it 

should (“M” is seller sentiment. And “W” is buyers) 

WE also ask the question….What is the larger prevailing trend? 

This is important too. Another  probability to stack 

 

 



 

Odds Enhancers? If we look on the left of the MBO structure, 

we see that there is a “Path of least resistance” on the left, 

which left very fast from the lower demand zone, and did not 

stay at the demand level very long…so, this tells us that a return 

to the demand zone is probable, and our “top” or “MBO” 

structure is our final confirmation that this could be a good 

trade…”Stacking probabilities”…….. 

 

Another thing to remember is that whichever Currency pair we 

are trading…should have a good “volume” (order flow). Which 

means for example, for EURJPY, we should be trading during 

the Asian Session or London?...What time of day is a 

good “price movement” time to trade?...for now, if 

we see impulsions (good movements in price)….this is our 

indication of good order flow…I myself am trying to figure a 

good routine time to study intraday 5 minute trading without 

allowing the “Race track manics” “this or that ain’t B, HE, SHE’s 

Queen B (peace to T though, history is history) and HE and all 

that stuff….” ..WE ARE ALL IMPORTANT IN THE STORY! THAT”S 

THE POINT!  or “real this” or “real that” criticisms…we’re 

flesh and bones, passed through it…we know the depth of the 

magnitude of the Rap game dynamics (in our own way, which is 

good enough for the Top Cats in the game) …R and U saved my 



life and it ain’t gonna work to be in the mix of a “scene” or 

major corporation with top shot callers watching, commenting, 

and pressure cookin’ our minds…Thanks…The  Running game is 

a reality and we are doing what we do…thanks (side 

note)…working with family…o.k…so anyway…back to some 

charts… 

 

So we have established here that even though this is what 

seems to be an MBO structure…there’s no “room on the bone” 

or “corn on the cob” because there’s no demand zone below 

for price to move to….If this were a larger time frame chart like 

our “investors” Daily time frame…well, we are witnessing that a 

“significant MBO structure”, which is back up by other 

“significant market” correlations, works… 

 



 

 

 

O.k., so for now…I am just going to study the 5 minute intraday 

for about 100 potential trades? Or so, instead of risking 

anything, and again it may take time to settle into a routine, 

because of the need to rest, study the word in the morning to 

fight off the hatred…and the usual maintain…but God will 

create a zone for this…we have been studying Forex for close to 

5 years now and our passion for it will not go away..cool… 

 

 

 



Oh, this just in…. to address…much love…we like to work on the 

jazz because it’s a great focus for our mind which is generally 

involved in some sort of, “well what about this Running game 

issue” or “this or that” …we have been busy dealing with this in 

decreasing amount of daily attention (since I was unplugged) 

for about 10 years…and before that my mind was a majorly 

attended social event for many years before that…thanks guys 

for all the effort in helping save me for the good, and dealing 

with all my stank …we all smell…ha..! That’s something we all 

relate to…poop n farts n noses n breathe…part of the 

thang…we don’t mind ourselves… Keep keepin’ on… 

 

 


